
Leave the 
cat-and-

mouse game
to the cats 

and mice.

There’s no chasing, no games  
and no back-and-forth searches for 
information on pattersonvet.com. 
Just products and information you 

don’t have to hunt down. 
 

User GUide
paTTersonveT.com

tips and tricks for navigating patterson veterinary’s website.

Updated with 

NEW 
features!
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easy-to-find products and easy-to-use information.

pattersonvet.com featUres

1.  Search from any page on pattersonvet.com through the Search box. To search, 
     enter a product description, keywords or a Patterson or manufacturer item number.

enhanced search capability 

2.  Search featured items by visiting 
      the Shop Now! tab.

3.  Search items in order history by clicking  
My Account (shown here) and then Orders.

This user guide helps you navigate the online home of Patterson Veterinary. The website’s new 
features complement the same great service, technology and superior product line.
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improved search resUlts

2 .  Filters narrow search results by a variety of categories. Within each, further filters enable 
      customers to browse by subcategory. 

1.  Icons beneath products provide additional information – the dollar sign, for instance, notes that a product is on     
     promotion. See the full legend at the bottom of each search results page.

3.  Additional search tips are accessible from every search result.  

 For detailed search instructions, view the Search tutorial online at pattersonvet.com/tutorials.

detailed prodUct paGes

1.  Item descriptions provide all vital product        
     information including active ingredient,           
     if applicable.

2.  View enlarged product images by clicking 
     the image or camera icon – this will enable 
     you to view multiple images for those 
     products that have them.

3.  Promotion notes and additional available 
     information will appear on product pages. 
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4.  Item availability status means instantly        
     knowing if a product is available at a local          
     distribution center or if it will come from    
     elsewhere in the network.

5.  Add selected items to a shopping list or  
     your shopping cart.

detailed prodUct paGes (cont.)

Shopping lists can be accessed from 
the home page and many other pages 
via the convenient My Shopping Lists 
box. View a complete list by clicking 
View all Shopping Lists.

convenient shoppinG lists

Shopping lists streamline your online shopping experience. Create and maintain shopping lists by 
staff member, order frequency, hospital department or other convenient category.

Customers automatically have a Shopping List called My eCustom Catalog. My eCustom Catalog is an automatically 
pre-populated shopping list of the products you purchased from Patterson/Webster over the last two years. 

           For detailed shopping list instructions, view the Shopping Lists tutorial online at pattersonvet.com/tutorials.
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my ecUstom cataloG

2.  Search items within My eCustom Catalog by product number, description or category. 

3.  See only items on promotion  by checking the Items on  Promotion box.

1.  Sort items by any of the column headings simply by clicking on them. 

4.  Add items directly to the shopping cart by checking the box next to them and clicking the Add     
     Items to Cart button.

5.  Export the list to a PDF, Excel file or print it by clicking the appropriate button.

           For detailed shopping list instructions, view the Shopping Lists tutorial online at pattersonvet.com/tutorials.
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NEW!

1.  Select a shipping option that fits 
      your timeline. 

2.  Select a payment option – bill an account,  
     use a previously saved credit card or enter  
     credit card information.

3.  To keep a credit card on file, simply enter  
     the information and check the “Save the  
     information for future orders” box. 

simple, secUre online payment

make a payment to yoUr accoUnt

1.   Choose to pay your statement balance, current 
account balance, particular invoices (sorted by 
ship to if applicable) or a specific amount that 
you determine.

2.   Charge the payment to an existing bank 
account or credit card, or a ship-to account’s 
saved credit card. 

3.   Enter a new credit card or bank account. 
To keep the information on file, check the 
“Save this information for future orders” box.

          For detailed payment instructions, view 
          the Online Transactions tutorial at              
          pattersonvet.com/tutorials.

          For detailed online payment instructions, view the Online Payments tutorial at pattersonvet.com/tutorials.
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cUstomizable accoUnt dashboard

5.  From My Account, easily view invoices and statements.

1.  View all information specific to your account 
     by clicking My Account from any page.

4.  Manage shopping lists.
2.  View Patterson Veterinary representative    
     contact information. 

3.  Easily adapt the standard information on this page        
     by viewing the settings, or a view a tutorial on using   
     My Account.

          For detailed account instructions, view the My Account tutorial at pattersonvet.com/tutorials.

anytime access to statements and invoices

2.  Search invoices by             
     item number, description,  
     manufacturer or any       
     number of fields.

1.  From the My Account   
     page, click on the Invoices  
     tab. View invoices  by the  
     date range.
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1.  From the My Account page, click on the        
     Statements tab. Select a specific date to view.       
     Your selected statement will appear in a       
     pop-up window.

2.  Enter a specific invoice number. Here, you can    
     view and print these documents as PDF files.

NEW!
consolidated loGin for mUltiple locations

1.   Under the bill-to account login, you can now 
shop and order as any of your ship-to accounts.

2.   Access and modify account-specific shopping 
lists for each ship-to account.

3.   View the ship-to account you’re currently shopping 
as in the header, and quickly switch to another with 
a simple click.
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manaGe ship-to accoUnts

1.   Manage account access for all associated 
ship-to accounts.

2.   Register a new user for an associated 
ship-to account.

3.   Disable account authorization for a ship-to account user. 
Note: After disabling, ship-to account will continue to be 
associated with your bill-to account, but the previously 
authorized user will no longer have access.

4.   Select order authorization for a ship-to account – 
allow all orders to process automatically, require 
manual approval for all orders, or require approval 
only for orders that contain non-formulary items 
(learn more on the next page).

          For detailed instructions, view the Managing Ship-To Accounts tutorial at pattersonvet.com/tutorials.

NEW!
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NEW!
formUlary orderinG system

1.   Build and manage multiple formularies to give 
diff erent ship-to accounts authorization to 
order diff erent products.

1.  Manage existing formulary name.

2.   View an existing formulary.

2.   Print or export the details of items on each 
formulary list by using the Export to PDF, 
Export to Excel and Print List options.

3.   Sort items by any column heading or search 
list.

3.   Create a new formulary based on product categories, 
order types or a specifi c ship-to account.

4.   Select items to delete or add to another formulary list. 5.   Add items to formulary list by browsing or searching 
product number.

To add items to a formulary, you can 
also browse for products and add 
from the product page, search by 
Patterson item number, select them 
from an existing shopping list or 
select from a vendor order pad.

          For detailed instructions, view the Managing Formularies tutorial at pattersonvet.com/tutorials.

To add items to a formulary, you can 
also browse for products and add 
from the product page, search by 
Patterson item number, select them 
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order approval

NEW!

NEW!

For full details on the many new features at 
pattersonvet.com and how to use them, 

view the series oF tutoriaLs advertised on the home page.

formUlary orderinG system (cont.)

1.   Locate this button on any existing shopping list, formulary list, or product page to add items to a formulary. 
After clicking, simply select the list to which you would like the product(s) to be added.

1.   Receive an email notifying you of pending 
orders requiring your approval.

2.   Review order details.

3.   Add or delete items from an order.

4.   Enter comments for a ship-to account to accompany 
approval or rejection of an order.

5.   The submitting ship-to account will receive an email 
after the bill-to account has approved, edited or 
rejected the pending order.

          For detailed order approval instructions, view the Managing Ship-To Accounts tutorial at pattersonvet.com/tutorials.
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